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The successful trip to Greenland November 2015

It wascoldin Greenland

Late August 2015 Abraman was contacted by Kenneth Horsbrugh about a
trip to Greenland for eight members of
Youth Home Cultural Group in November. Kenneth has stayed for several
years in Tamale and has worked with
the group for a year at a spouse project.
Now he is the leader of the Musicschool
in Nuuk, the capital of Greenland.
At the same time the association was
asked by Kenneth if we could help during the transit in Denmark and by solving different practical problems.
A lot of work started in Greenland, Ghana and Denmark. 8 people were selected for the trip, flight tickets were
booked, new costumes were sewed, a
lot of rehearsals were done, visa applications were sent to the embassy and a
trip to Accra for interviews was made.
In Copenhagen accommodation was
booked, warm clothes were gathered
for the short stay in Denmark and a
start up package containing socks,
gloves, scarves, hats, underwear and
toilet items was bought. In Greenland a
varied, interesting and tight program
was made, accommodation was found
and a lot of very warm clothes for the
polar climate were bought.
The 12th of November in the morning

8 tired, but very happy members
from the group arrived in Copenhagen Airport. They were welcomed by
members of the association and was
accommodated at Dan Hostel Copenhagen where they stayed until next
morning. Friday the 13th the final part
of the very long trip to Greenland began.
Soon after the arrival in Nuuk the
group was welcomed at the town hall
where a small performance was
made. Every day in Nuuk they had
visits, workshops and performances.
They had workshops at the schools,
the Music School, the library, with
Nuuk City Orchestra and at The
Dance Institute. They had performance together with drummers from
Greenland at Nuuk Center and performance and at The Christmas Concert at the Music School. A part from
that they got a guided tour in the
town and at the art museum. In the
spare time they relaxed in their very
nice and comfortable apartments,
went shopping, cooked nice food
(fish) and watched TV. They even
met and said hello to the prime minister of Greenland.
Newspapers and TV daily reported
about their workshops and performances.
After 12 fantastic days in Greenland,
YHCG returned to Copenhagen on
their way back to Ghana. In Copenhagen they spent almost two days and
enjoyed the Christmas decorations at
the main street, visited The Round
Tower, listened to a concert at the
main library and had dinner at a Turkish restaurant.
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All accompanied by members of the association. Thursday the 26th the group returned
to Ghana.
We asked the people from YHCG who had
been in Greenland to make a small report.
Here are the statements from Siisu, Abraman and Ibrahim . In generally the trip was
successful, as always when we travel to
Denmark; however Greenland was slightly
different because we had to board about
three flights before getting to Nuuk. It was
indeed our longest journey ever, but we
enjoyed it.
Ibrahim testimony; we had a very good reception, the people were so friendly and
lovely, we also had a very good time with
the weather. We have never seen such
weather before. We really enjoyed our
workshops and performances throughout
our stay. The people were excited about us
and gave us the necessary supports. The
host family was fantastic, especially Mr.
Kenneth. It was just like when he was with
us a couple of years back at our centre in
Tamale. I felt great to see him on stage
again doing the same things he was doing
then. He was really helping throughout our
stay.
Siisu testimony; It was so nice to be in
Greenland, in fact is was the usually good
time we always have when we are in Denmark, the food was good and lot of fish. It
was also nice to meet the prime minister at
butchers house in Nuuk. The weather was
tough, but we liked it. The kids were so
lovely, shearing with us flowers and love.

The parents, teachers and all the people
we met in schools and at performances
were all just great. I was glad that they
loved everything of ours and even
bought a lot of costumes, artifacts and
general craftworks. Our work is about
sharing and entertaining with friends
and families and that was what happened in Greenland . It was also nice to
walk around Copenhagen and to see
Christmas decorations and be on the
round tower to see the overview of the
capital. Our overall stay there was extra
ordinary.
Director Abraman testimony: The best
experience was the people. I have never
met so many open minded, curious and
nice children and adults at my previous
trips. It was fantastic, you really felt welcome. I was surprised and impressed
about the landscape. Nuuk is situated by
the sea with huge mountains covered by
snow in the background. I really wondered about the weather. It was so cold
and dark, how can people live there?
The trip to Greenland was different in
many ways, the journey was very long,
the food delicious - all the fantastic fish,
and as mentioned before, the people.
When we returned we talked a lot about
this with our fellow members in the
group and also about the association in
Denmark which helped us so much in
every way during our transit in Copenhagen.
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Firdaus Alhassan at the International School in Elsinore
As mentioned in Lunga 8, Fidaus Alhassan
from Tamale Youth Home Cultural Group
received a 4 ½-month scholarship last autumn at the International Peoples College
in Elsinore (IPC). The school offered another partly scholarship for him in the spring
term 2016 and he managed through additional private fundings to stay for a full
scholarship. Fidaus joined Youth Home
Cultural Group in 2006, 18 years old. He
was forced to drop Junior High School for
economic reasons in his family and decided to join Youth Home to become a dancer.

Please tell us about some of your experiences from the school and something which has surprised you?
I have had the experience of the western way of teaching. I found it difficult
to study the western way, which consist
of lots of arguments and contributions
of ideas both from the students and the
teachers in classes. I was surprised that
students were arguing with teachers
and teachers were asking of student’s
ideas.
The teachers wants us to argue and join
the discussions. In Ghana the teacher
teaches you. Maybe he will ask you
We have interviewed him and asked him
questions about what he taught you. In
some questions about his stay in DenDenmark they will ask you about argumark.
ing, sometimes even against what the
teacher have told you. If for instance a
How did you get the idea of attending
teacher tells something about Africa, I
IPC?
can argue against it or comment on
I have been inspired from the former stuthat, if I have other arguments about it.
dents of IPC such as my Director Abdul
And sometimes the teacher will even
Rahman Mohammed, Hafiz Abdul Rahman ask me about my knowledge of Africa.
and Ibrahim. More to the point, Youth
There are at the school a lot of arguHome Cultural Group has a relation with
ments in the class, both from students
IPC. They send students to Ghana every
and teachers. It was difficult for me to
year and they also visit Youth Home. Befind my role in that in the beginning
sides I have been performing at IPC, when and I felt myself lost and confused in
the group has visited Denmark.
arguments. But now I am getting used
to it and I am much more active in the
Why did you want to come to Denmark? classes.
Denmark was my chance. I had applied for
a scholarship in both US and IPC in DenWill you please mention some of the
mark. I had my chance with Denmark.
most important things you have
Denmark is a nice country. I have met nice learned up till now from your stay?
people from Denmark, who have been will- At IPC I learn about different cultures
ing to help us and being a part of the
from all over the world. We have stuworld activities. So I knew that there were dents from many countries like: Japan,
people in Denmark who would take care of China, Korea, Africa, US, Europe and
me. Besides Denmark is a nice and safe
Denmark. At IPC I gain a lot of knowplace with no war, killings and steeling.
ledge of what is going on in the world.
IPC is a place that opens up your mind
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and gives you knowledge that I have never
thought of. Now I have knowledge about environmental issues and climate change. In Ghana
or at least at Youth home we have not much
information about that. I have also joined classes in gender and sexuality where I have learned of consequences of Female Genital Circumcision. It is still in practice in some Africans
countries, but it is abolished in Ghana.
I can further more mention the Development
Management class where I learned how to give
room for youth to develop ideas and bring
them into society in order to gain something in
there lives. For me Youth Home has been such
a place, where I could go and share ideas back
in Ghana. I found myself at Youth Home! When
I come back to Ghana I will share my knowledge with Youth Home and help the youth to
create ideas through meetings and workshops
about what I have learned at IPC.
I have really learned to use the internet as a
source of knowledge too. When I was in school
in Ghana, the teaching was based on books.
Now I know how to use the internet for my
learnings and presentations at IPC.
After your first term at IPC, what do you see
as the most important for you in your future
life?
The most important thing for me in my life is to
share the knowledge that I have gained and I
want in future to be able to help the needy
children.
Fidaus Alhassan is a very active and respected
student at IPC. This is the clear impression supported by his teachers at the school. He is very
busy as well. He has arranged several dance
performances for his fellow students, he has
together with other Africans arranged an African cultural evening, and he has given a lectures f.i. one lecture about Youth Home Cultural Group and their director Abdul Rahaman
and another lecture about how it is to live a
daily life as a Muslim in Northern Ghana. He is
as volunteer providing teaching classes for his

fellow students in dance and drumming.
He is very popular too, and as a proof of
that he was elected a member of the
study board at IPC and captain of his
study group this spring term.
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Latest news from Ghana
Since the visit to Greenland many activities have taken place in Ghana around Youth
Home.
Let us mention some of them:

Renovation of the stage and the sewing workshop

Workshop and performance with a group of students from Argentina

Workshops and performance in Daloon for a group of students from Hald Ege
Ungdomsskole, Denmark. The Hald Ege Group visited the project ‘Youth Empowerment for life’ through The Ghana Friendship Group in Denmark (GV—The
Ghana Friendship Group in Denmark )

Performance at Northern Drama and Film Makers Association during the 10
year anniversary

Performance at The Ghana nurse’s educators group in Tamale Nursing Training
College, 5th biennial delegate’s conference
In March 2016 the group is hosting visitors from Denmark. Twenty students from IPC
in Elsinore are guests at Youth Home.

Short news from the Danish Association
The Danish Association held the general assembly the 29th February. The board constituted like:
Lise Drewes Nielsen (chairman), Annemarie Grüner (vice chairman), Jeannett Tankred,
Henriette Nordvig, Trille Roost, Johnny Rose Larsen and Linda Koch Jensen
(substitute).
At the time being we are working hard with the new website. The association received
a sponsorship from the website company DanaWeb. The director of DanaWeb Christian T. Madsen – a close friend of some of our members - decided to donate a free
submission with technical and graphical support to the website. We are very thankful
for that and hope that the website will show up in a new and attractive version. The
address is still: www.yhcg.net
In April 2016 we are invited to present our collaboration between YHCG and Denmark
at a meeting in The Ghana Friendship Group in Denmark (Ghana Venskabsgrupperne).
We are looking very much forward to that and to a discussion about possible future
cooperation.

